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THE LIFT DXSTRÏDÜTIOH AND THE LIFT OÜHVE 
SLOPE FOR WNO/30DY QOMBINATIOHS.
%  ; 8 / M  ' Q ufâ^ffZ .
SÜMARY.
An exmination la made in this paper of a number 
of methods for calculating the spanwise load 
distribution on wing/body combinations# From the 
load distribution, values are then obtained for the 
lift curve slope* The most versatile method for 
solving this problem appears to be that proposed by 
Multhopp, and. it Is here described in dot ail, 
together with various extensions suggested by Weber, 
Kirby, and Kettle * This method is not very 
accurate for wings of aspect ratio of 2 or less,but 
it is very satisfactory for higher values of aspect 
ratio.
A DEÜOB programme has been vwltten to calculate 
the load distribution over the span using this method, 
and the calculation has been carried out for a large 
number of wings and wing/body combinations in which 
the aspect ratio, taper ratio, angle of sweep-back, 
and body Blm are the variables. From the load 
distributions so obtained, values of the lift curve 
slope were calculated and are shom in graphical form. 
To shovir the actual effect of the body, the ratio
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L _ ----— hmg calculated for each case and thoseJ
values are also shora. In graphs* An attempt is 
then made to give some physical reasons for this body 
effect*
A short series of experimental tests was also 
carried out in a low speed wind tunnel on a number 
of rectangular wing/alone and wing/body models, and 
the lift curve slope was obtained for^each case*
These results, when given in the form  ~L are
found to be in good agreement with the predicted 
values.
)«M «Blair •
tîîe: ï,WT  DISTRïBTOXOÎî a to  ïh ib  l w s  o ü rvk  
SLOPE POR WIRG/bODY OOMBIIM’ÏOÎIS
by
B . Wf. BLAXRj, B.So
J\mo, 1968,

1 .
smmRY.
A» examination is mad© of a nnmber of methods 
for calculating th© spanwis© load distribution on 
wing/bodjr combinations, ïhe method which appears 
to bo most useful, that of Hulthopp, is described 
in detail, together with various extensions suggested 
by Weber, Kirby, and Kettle, It is not very 
accurate for aspect ratios of 2 or less.
A BSIOI programme has been written to calculate 
the load distribution obtained by this method, and 
this calculation has been carried out for a large 
number of configurations with aspect ratio, sweep-back, 
taper ratio, and body sise as the variables.
From the load distribution so obtained, values were 
found for the lift curve slope, and these are given 
in a series of figures. By calculating the ratio
la plotted Im another aeriee of
figurea, some idea earn be obtained of the effect 
which the body has on the wing, and an attempt io 
made to give some physical reasons for this effect#
A short series of experimental teats was also 
carried out in a low speed wind tunnel on a number 
of wing/alone and wing/body models, and the lift curve 
slope was obtained for each ease# These results are 
found to bo in good agreement with the predicted valuta.
fâ. î'ho Load Distribution over a
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6.
TEE LIFT DISTRIBUTION AMD TEE LIFT CÏÏEVE 
SLOPE FOE WIMa/bODY OOMBIMATIOM3
1. IMTEODÜOTIOM
I»1 Early inveatigations into th© aerodynaraic forces
acting on wing/body combinations were carried out 
simply by adding, algebraically, the forces on th© 
wing alone to those on th© body. In 192?^ however, 
it was pointed out that the total dhag of an aircraft 
was considerably different from the value calculated 
by adding the skin friction drag of each component 
and the induced drag of the whole du© to lift, and it 
was realised that some factor was being ignored by this 
method# As the design of the Individual components 
improved, this discrepancy became more pronounced and 
investigations into this mutual interference effect 
were started* Since it is of importance to Imow 
the apanwiae lift distribution over a wing/body 
combination in order to predict th© structural loads 
to be expected upon it, studies vzere made of this 
interference as it effects the lifting forces on 
combinations of this nature.
Since aircraft specifications tend to seek 
greater and greater versatility - in particular, 
supersonic speed capabilities for undertaking some
6*
mission coupled with low speed manoeuvorablllty for
take-off and landing -, an investigation into lift 
distribution must bo applicable to many different 
wing planforme, especially the low aspect ratio, 
delta, or arrow-shaped wings which are being considered 
for so many'supersonic aircraft*
A number ' of ’ methods have been proposed for 
calculating this lift distribution, but each method 
imposes some rigid condition on the sim and shape of 
the combination for which the method la valid.
An attempt is made in this paper to find the most 
versatile method of solving this problem for the loiv 
speed regtoe, assuming that the flow is inoompressIble 
and non-vlaooua#
The■various theories put forward can be broadly 
divided into two groups those directly based on 
the Frandtl lifting line theory, and those which are 
not. For the case of wings alone, of aspect ratio 
of B or less, the Frandtl theory predicts a lift curve 
slope appreciably higher than the correct value, and 
it is reasonable to suppose that this mill also be 
the case for wing/body combinations of aspect ratio B 
or less. Hence the first group of theories breaks 
domi for these small aspect ratios*
1.8 Th© first investigation - based on lifting lta.e
theory - was by Lennertz^ who oonslderecl an infinitely 
long circular cylindrical body in combination with a 
rectangular wing of high aspect ratios this theory 
was generalised by Pepper^ to include infinitely long 
bodies of any crosa-sectional shape. Multhopp^, 
in hia method aleo baaed on lifting line theory, 
considered a high aspect ratio wing on an infinitoly 
long cylinder of any cross-section and he also 
suggested corrections to allow for a non-cylindrical 
finite body.
In the second group of methods, 21otnick and 
Robinson^ proposed a method for circular bodies in 
which they represented th© ?/ing lifting elements by 
horse-shoe vortices. Blonder-winged bodies of 
revolution which have winga wtth straight trailing 
edges are dealt with by Sprelter^, using a method which 
la based on the theory of Jones'^  althou^ this is only 
strictly correct for wings of 2üoro aspect ratio.
For low aspect ratio wing/body combinations which are 
rather more than slender, Lawrence^ has given a 
solution which has been generalised® to cover the 
case of cylindrical bodies of any cross-sectional shape.
In chapter 2 of this paper there is a brief 
summary of the methods used by Lennerta, Multhopp,
8 *
Spreiter, and Luokort, and in chapter 5 a detailed 
account is given of Multhopp’c method with the 
extensions suggested by Weber, Kirby, and Kettle.
This seems to be the most versatile method of tackling 
the wing/body problem ao the extensions allow for 
wing thickness, taper, and sweep-back# Ohaptor 4 
gives a brief account of the numerical procedure, 
using a DlilOE eoraputer, adopted to deal with the theory 
of chapter 3# Borne experimental oonoideratlona 
are also included in this chapter# An analysis of 
the results, both theoretical and experimental, is 
given in chapter 5, and comparisons and conclusions 
appear in chapter 6#
9 *
9. ammmY oF METEom*
2.1 oonsidorod Infinitely long circular
oyliMrlcal bodies in combination with wings, and he 
used the Frandtl wing-theory.
Xn the Treffta plane - i.e. the plane so far 
downstream that the stream can b© taken as extending to 
infinity both upetremm and domstream, - the free 
vortices from the trailing edge of the wing area Induce 
a flow about the body section and the lift is given as 
the impulse per unit time of this stream (or the rate 
of change of vertical momentum). Timst
L = ^  (2^ 1)
this being evaluated, over the entire plane outside the 
body and Vortex band oroas-eection*
For the case of unifom spanwise lift distribution 
an expression for cf> can be obtained by the use of 
images of the free vortices relative to the body 
surface - the free vortices being liberated only at the 
ends of the wing. Integration with respect to ^  
can then be carried out to give the spanwiso lift 
distribution? integration with respect to ^  then gives 
a value for the total lift.
Expression (2.1) can be tran.afarmed into a line 
integral by means of Btotoa Theorem and the field of
10.
Integration o$m be changed to that denoted by \ ,
where 6 1b the wing span and 7? is the body radius 
the following expression is then obtaineds
( 2# 2)
Lezmerta then introduce a eonditions which hold in the 
case of minimum induced drag and he obtains expressions 
for the circulation and lift over the wing area and the 
lift distribution over the body width#
For the case of minimum induced drag he obtainss
/*V.
and
j _ _ M L  — S* S)
( 8« 4)
where is the lift distribution over the wing area;
Lg is the lift distribution over the body width;
and is the circulation at the i?ing/body junction#
also
A Vo Q
e v< Zh m (2.0)
low Introduce non-dimensional circulation given by
(8#7)***###*# i
and non«^dimensional units of length
11
and equations (2*3) and (2*4) hmone
(8.8)
I - LlÆÎI #####*
for
(8.9)
/  +
(8.10)
for O hi h
12.
2# 2 The method proposed by Multhopp^ for dealing with
the wing/body problem obviates the necessity of 
introducing the images of the vortices in the body 
surface as done by Lennerts#
A rectangular co-ordinate system of axes is used, 
in which the ys-plane is normal to the axis of the 
fuselage, and the a-axis is vertically downwards#
Multhopp applies a conformai transformat ion to the 
fl0i? normal to the fuselage so that the fuselage cross- 
section becomes a vertical slit# Moat fuselage 
croaa-eeotiona can be transformed into a circle or 
ellipse, so he starts with the assumption of a circular 
crosa-section*
Let ^ -f Ù ^  ( 2* 11 )
be the complex Variable in the plane vertical to the 
fuselage axis, and
ÔÛ « + c ^  ( 2# 12)
be the complex variable in the transformed plana.
If the body is at incidence od, to the main flow, 
then the y -component of the additional ûo\mmmh 
produced by the isolated body is given by (see appendix 1):
Vp “ ij #**»«#-#-»( 2.15)
whore the real part of the differential
quotient and the negative sign indicates that it
is actually an upwaah#
13,
The normal domward velocity can be split into 
three quantitiess-
*\S^  ^%S — "+ -f- ——— — —(2*14)
where <u^  is the local angle of inoidenoe of the 
wing sectioni
ie the additional downward Velocity due to 
the effect of the body; 
and ie the induced velocity due to the trailing
vortices.
The induced velocity at the wing in the transformed 
plane is given by
-  I
2,15)" 47tJ ,
%  /J - \
and by multiplying this by Multhopp obtains
the induced velocity at the wing in the original 
plane: , r
* 'H'ù) TS-j Ï  If-
Ho now considers the circulation around a wing 
section of unit span*
J7 - c. Vo ’ c/jt^  2,17)
where is the angle between the local direction 
of flow and the direction of bbvo lift of the wing 
section*
Also «— «•«**"( 2*18)
V0
where is the flow component normal to the
14.
dlreotlom of mro lift#
Denoting cLjj » oqnations (8.14), (8*17), and
(9.18) give s«*
as — CLr^ «•<•*•*•«•«-( 3 * 10 )
= t-oo., %» — "vs^ -^. J ( 3^  20)
Thun from eqnationa ' ( 8*BB), ( 2*16), and ( 2* 20) ,
Ï
-
Multhopp now introduce $ non-dimenaional circulât Ion Y # 
and opanwlee 0 0-ordinate, Ÿ # given'bj
- *T^ and y = 3* 22)
A Vo i
and he fomie
H ' ' ^ '  —
From equations (2*21), (2*22), and (2* 23) he obtains!
% ) =  + o<a j  (S.S4)
He next splits this distribution into two 
components, Y<, being the distribution due to the 
geometric incidence(o<^-c^ and the induced dovmwash 
associated with it, and that due to the additional
body upwmah at the wtog and also to the induced 
downivash Amused by the body#
Whus ' Y(*2) - ) + Yg(^j -•--*«'*(2*25)
15.
Henoo  ^  (^ .86)
' ^ f e )  ”  ^
ana -~»{8.87)
where ^ 1(2 ) " -+ "*—
Multhopp then goes on to çonaiâer the diatributlon 
over the breadth of- the fuselage* ■ To do this, he 
first shows that this distribution ia similar to the 
variation of potential <jt> over the breadth*
This Is done by applying Bernoulli's Theorem;
h^kP^o^ = p *-ip[^o-f’^ o . Ÿ — (S.89)
legleetlng second order terms, this becomee
jk - Sf -yo %  ^  ^ Vo — -(2*50)
Integrating thie equation over an infinitely long 
strip of the fuselage gives
I x^. - - /® Vo p (=^  — -(2*51)
00
since ^
The left side of equation (8*31), when taken over 
both the upper and lower surfaces of the body, is a 
measure of the lift experienced by* the strip under 
c one ider at Ion, and hence the lift at any strip I0 
directly dependent on the value of in the Treffts! 
plane#
In the H -plane, with the fuselage being 
represented by,a vertical slit, there are no 
singularities outside the wing and so (^|J can be
16*
expanded Into a power aerie a with respect
Multhopp only considers the first two terms of this 
series*
Mow for ^ -*'"•(2# 53)
while £oV I > 1 ^  , = +%(g:o) -- (8.34)
Heaca () = T  '— (8.85)
where u& and denote upper and lower aurfaoes 
respeotlvely*
âl3o — (2.36)
where the induced downwaeh in the trcmsfomed
Treffts plane#
Time from equations (2.32), (2#35), and (2.36) an 
expression for he obtained for
varying values of j and hence of ÿ , Using 
equation (2*31) now gives a measure of the lift.
17*
8# 5 The work done by Bpreltor^ on \iring/body oomblnatlona
is based on assumptions used by in his slender
airship theory, and on the low aspeot ratio pointed**
\fing theory developed by Jones'^  from Munk's work#
He approximates the flow around the combination 
by eonaidering it to be two dimensional in planes 
perpândicular to the fuselage axis# Thus the flow 
in each auoh transverse plane is independent of that 
in adjacent planes. Considering m  arbitrary 
transverse plane, , fixed in space, during the
passage of the wing/body combination the floiir pattern 
ia approximately similar to that of the transverse 
flow around an Infinite cylinder o% cross-section 
similar to that of the combination at the eeotlon ac= .
Spreiter then goes on to obtain the velocity 
potential for this flot^ .
By means of the Joukowski tranaformation, the 
cylinder with cross-section similar to that of the 
wing/body combination (circular body cross-section 
with flat plate wings diametrically opposed to each 
other) can be mapped conformally into a flat plate 
of infinite length. Considering the fuselage and 
wing to be in the X «"Plane and the transformation in 
the J§ -plane, the complex potential around the 
infinitely long flat plate is
18.
V/* •= j) + “ 6 Vo oC ^  cJL^ 2# 37)
where <i is the semi-span of the transfox'mod flat 
plate, and the prime indicates values in the 5 -plane. 
Transforming back to the X “plane gives the complex 
potential to be
w  - <f> + = " c Vo o d f  ^  ^  — --(2.58)
where o- ia the radius of the body, and s ia th© wing 
eemi-apaïi of the bq^binatlon*
If polar co-ordinates —  are now
intr&duoed, equation (2» 58) gives g -__________________
+ jf-( / -^a-V s'‘(l-*■ ^ )J — (s. 39)
apreiter considéra the body radius ou and the wi% 
aemi-apan s to be functions of time, and treats 
aquation (2*59) aa the velocity potential of the 
unateady flow through the plane at* oco #
For unsteady two-dimensional incompressible flow, 
the pressure at a point is
— c= -f- -f- (2*40)
Hence the differential pressure between two points 
symmetric ally positioned above and below the 
wing/body surface at any instant is given by
^ 4" -----(2*41)
19*
since = -tÈi dtto to sytimetry* where theè't d Tt
enhscript , denotes the point above the wing/body 
surface, and x. denotes th© point below it»
On th© wing/body surface
_ X  X. X  1T/J + W, = 4- -W-t
and hone© ^ — — (2#42)
r  d f
Also VodX «3t. dL t doc
if " t  %!c + ir) —
Sttbstitntlng the vain© of i» from equation (8*39),
lotting g ' o or iT for the wing loading and t  = «- for
the fuselage loading, and converting back to cartesian 
co-ordinates for th© fuselage loading gives
(/FW^T(7^W ——— ( B* 45)
—— % 2# 45 )
4  a-'s'*- c 6 w- 6 CUif
I'he loading over the wing Is thus given by equation 
(8.46), and that over the breadth of the fuselage by 
equation (8,46),
20.
8*4 In the paper prepared by , the
author appro ache a the problem by meana of a aimpl© 
analogy* Ho pointa out that equation (2.84) has 
the exact form of the equation for the circulation 
of a wing alone, whoae chord is the chord of the 
original wing multiplied by the factor and
whose wing-setting is the original value divided by 
this same factor*
Equation ( 8*84) can be re-wrltten in a different form? 
j = Od. + - o(a  (8.47)
where?
{y j " i^(^ ) h ( 8fl 4B)
L . Z l  /
and r “ " 'Ti/j.TTX -— -■"(8*49)
huckert then introduces the mathematical process 
Imown as the Weisalnger^ '^  L-Method, and by analogy, 
the equation for lift distribution is written as:
^  V a) - o^ g y- ----(8.50)
where
- 4M' M ' '
%flfeh Â  =  -(S. 58)
and L h ( ^ - f ) l  = ' ,.-.„-(s.ss)I a -i')
SI.
De Young aïid Ha3?pei?^ ® gîvo a method for oolvlng 
equablon (2,50).
8. mm m m Dis'raxBTOXOH ovbe a mm/Bom oombxmai^iom*
Z*1 The theoretioül approach adopted In thie paper
ia baaed on the method need by Multhopp^ ' and the 
extenalona auggeeted by Weber# Eirby# and Kettle^^,
Let X|, ^ be a system of rectangular co-ordinate
ases with the oc «axis in the direction of the main 
stream flow# the ^ **axia vertically downwards# and the 
g/-e%is mutitally perpendicular as shown in figure 1, 
Consider a wing/body combination consisting of wings 
of any planfom mounted centrally on a long fuselage 
which 1b of the form of a circular cylinder at that 
section at %#lch the wings are positioned# Consider 
this combination at incidence in a uniform flow of 
velocity .
As seen in figure B# the upwash due to the body 
is Voo6g (considering only first order terms) # Wow 
this upwaah is displaced by the body and thus causes 
additional upwash at the wing/body junction and on the 
wing near this junction# This additional upwash on 
the \*ïing will produce a certain amount of lift even 
when the wing is at mro angle of incidence.
The load distribution over the combination must 
be such that the doTOxmsh, induced by it# together with 
the free strem# have no components of velocity 
perpendicular to the surfaces of the wing and body#
(•>%V #
If the assumption Is made ^as in linoarieed theory*!^  
that the wake io In the direction of the undisturbed 
free stream flow# the load distribution can be obtained 
by considering the section of.the walm in the Treffts- 
plane in a plane far enough downstream to be
able to iipore the effects of the bound vortices»^ - 
which la equal to the actual section of the wing/body 
combination. By making this section a streamline 
in a' flow upwards in this plane# the circulation# and 
hence the load distribution corresponding to minimum 
induced drag can bo found#
The cross-soction of the combination in the IJrefftss- 
plane can be conformally tranafomed Into a configuration 
with the body represented by a vertical slit in the 
line of symmetry# and this ia then a stream-line in 
upward flow# .Since the transformation is conformai# 
the potential# and hence the circulation# are unaffected 
by it# Of course the clownwash due to the trailing 
vortices will not have the same value at the wing/body 
combination as It has in the freffts-plane, and it will 
be necessary to consider corrected values for this 
domwaah#
The value usually taken for the induced downwash 
at the wing is half its value in the Treffta-plane 
and this la here considered to be the case for that
B4* «
part of the dovmwaeh due to the wings# liowaver# 
for the additional downwaoh due to the preeenoe of the 
body a différent Value ia used. In general# the 
root chord la greater than the body diameter# and that 
part of the .wing covered by the fuselage can be 
considered aa a tvd^ ated wing of small aspect ratio, 
for a small aspect ratio wing# the induced doTOwaah at 
the wing is equal to that in the Treffta-plane^^# and 
hence that Is the Value used here#
25,
g,2 The lift distribution over the wing io given by:-
' 'M8-)."'-a(w ---- <“ >
where is the sectional lift ourve slope# ^ The 
effective incidence# # depends upon the total upward 
valoaity oomponent of the main flow Vo :
-  — ___y —(g,2)
where' Is the veloeity obmponent In the direction of
the y -axis'# i#o# 'downwards# This component# or
downwaeh# can be split into throe terme# vins-
=t — Vqo^^  î^Ta ** -(g#3|
where is the doœwash (negative# since it is actually 
an upwash) produced by the body as previously explained# 
and is the Induced downwash. due to the trailing 
vortices#
The aa sumption Is now made that the cross-sect Ion 
of the combination in the Trefft^s-plane Is given by the 
complex Variable
U- =. 'f' Ù j§.)
%#ille the complex variable in the transformed plane is
UL « + L #*#»*#****( g,b)
where S. is a function of a bo that the body cross- 
section is transformed into a vertical allt#
Now in the u -plane the main flow has a velocity 
equal to -oc^ V^ in the ^ -direction# causing a downwash
86.
du© to the body givon by (see appendix 1)
~ Vo Ola [^(^) - f J -(0#6)
The oiroulatlon Is unaltered by the transformation# 
and so the Induced ireXoolty at a point ^ in the 
transformed Treffts-plan© ia given by
“X
whloh gives, in the u. «glane
-.—  (3.8)
I
Hon-dimeneional units are introduced for the circulation 
and the spanwise co-ordinates
^(^) = 4 ^  j ' ~t — '— (3.9)
and ^ #,#.*»«.#.( 5,10)
%
thus making equation (8.8) become
T  '-------- ------
Now# from the ïsutta-Joukoweki Theorem#
f<^) ' i. <^(^) <a^ ) -(3.12)
and 80# from equations (6#9)# (5#18) # and (3*1)# an 
expression for obtained;
(^a) " ~ — — (3,13)
The effect of taper can now be allowed for by 
means of the c(^ )term which can vary as varies over
27,
the span#
From equations (3*9)# (B#3)# and (3»6)#
'^ ^3'-) * -----
or# from equation (3*§)#
V(^ ; = j  — (3.1S)
To allow for the two different values used for the 
doTOwaah at the wing/body combinat Ion# as explained 
in aeotion 3*1# it la necessary to split the last term 
on the right side of equation (3*15) into two partes
■^y-c * '^na — — -(s.is)
where —  (3,17)
and - ^a— ——— (BflB)
<j «- a xtcy
Thus, equation (3,15) beoomes
i(v ■ ^  -ài#)j # ''K
-I  ^ % K
. -J.
7 T ] --(8.19)
Ê^ïore depends on o^ w and mot on oca #
and depends on a6^  and not on o<f^ *
28,
3,3 Ooiisider now the extensions to this basic method
to aXXotf for the effects of aweep^ b^aok and of finite 
wing thlolmess.
for the imswept flat wing the value of the lift 
curve slope# a # Is constant along the span*
However# in the case of a swept wing# with or without 
a body# the ohordifiae loading :1s altered at the wlng/Wdy 
jimotlon or at the centre section# and thus the sectional 
lift slope varies over this region.
Ehchemmm^^ gives two expressions for the 
relevant one being decided by the position of the 
section under consideration.
j CL-^ -, CL ^  1 ( 3 *8 0 )
d L __J
^ ~ ***5  ^ “ CL 3* 81 )
where ^ le the distance of the section from the centre-line#
la the distance of the section from the tip;
o-e Is the lift curve slope at the centre section; 
is the lift curve slope at the tip;
and «-S ia the lift curve slope for an Infinite sheared
wing*
0.3 # o.^ # and oL^ a^re given by
CLg =r CL.Q 6^  (}>^ «*«•«**•«{ 3 *8 2 )
« CL, 0 - Ÿ )
a . ^  = «-0
S9.
 ^I -f' — ^ 3*84)
The cliaplaoemoat of the local, aerodynamic centre# for 
the centre section of a swept wing# is given hy^^
^   (S.85)
Thus Akyj = È & W  t A. «-«--( s. ss)
A3.. c 2.TT
and the.graph of figure 3 gives the value of this
expression for values of or ^  ,
As Can be seen from this figure# the value of *3XJ 
becomea negligible for Values of greater than 
about 0*9f Thus for
^  ^  and ^  >0-9
the Value equation ( 3# 80) ia used#
for ^  >  0.9 and o ^  <c 0 . 9
equation (3* 21) la used. In the ease of v/inga of
small aspect ratio# it is possible for
o -=i <r 0.9 o ^  ^  c  0.9
and the Value of the lift curve slope is taken as the 
mean of the values given by equations (5# 20) and (3*21). 
For a section at which both %  and ^  are greater 
than 0.9# such as around mid'*semi^span af a large aspect 
ratio wing# the value of the lift curve slope is
considered to be the same as that for an infinite
sheared wing;
o.^ ; =. «-J
Thus equation ( 8*19) becomes
80.,
in,’ I.  ^ -I ■'-y 1  " II — -^ (5*27)
-• 't"t 3
The second extension to be eoneldered is to make 
allowance for the effect of wing thiolmesa, The
main effect of finite thiolmesB la to decrease the 
body upwash from the Value it has when In combination 
with a thin wing* This Is due to the fact that# if
the wing and body are replaced by singularities# then 
only those singularities replacing the body outside 
the wing actually contribute to the upwash* To allow
for this Weber# Kirby# and Kettle suggest decreasing 
the body upwash by a factor k which is taken as the 
ratio of the body crosa-aectional area above end below 
the wing to the total cross^nectional area*
Thus# with wing thielmaaa t and body radius ^ 7?
end equation (3*6) becomes
= - oCq V^  k -^ «-'*•(5,39)
For convenience# equation (8*39) can be written as
by letting T(^ J - / + — -(3,81)
Thus the effect of wing thiclmooa is to alter the 
tern ,
SI,
Equation {3.27) now toeoofflss
n >  '  - a  -  é r
/
- A ' % )  \ -i-5-' ? — -(S.S8)
^  ^ i-z’ i
The right side of this equation splits naturally into 
two parts# one dependent on the other on ;
1.0* one part considering the wing Incidence# together 
with the induced do?mwash caused by the wing# and a 
second part considering the total body upwash on the 
wing# together with the Induced dowmvash caused by the 
body#
Thus equation (S.BB) can be written aa
t ( % )  = ^  j  ^  — (S.SS)
and ^ 6 0 =  j  (S .S 4)
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3*4 The load over the body con be determined by
oonsldertog the differeno© of preesurea between the 
upper end lower surfaoee of the fuselage at a section 
In a plane imrallol to the plane of symaetry.
This pro8sure difference can be given in terms of the 
potential function*
The total lift oooffioiont at the spanv/iso position 
is given by
at»
"  j  -  ( ^ )   ( S. 35)
« OC> ^
where f: and denote upper anrfaoo and lower awrfaoo 
respectively. Bernoulli'a equation gives
= - -&.H
Vo à»
to the first order.
(8.88)
Thus from equations (3.35) and (3*88)
• ;% A.)Z ] — <=•»>
^  = j  --- (8,40)
_z
c
since Pojs 0*'""’°^) * " o
Wow# on the wing
t A h )  - ts(^j = r ----
where ^  corresponds to the -coordinate of the 
junction; i*e* 1 ia the value for the position = o .
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(K )  ---------(S .4 8 )
0(1*) oan be expanded Into a Taylor eerie a tflth reepeot 
+ IL1S>*.(^ A\ + '^^}. /T-%1 ■*■■■■■ — «(5,48)
/' h ’K
From equations (3.40) and (5,43), taking the 5?aylor 
series to the second order,
" J K - L T - k - k ) ' ] ]  — <®-«>
Using equations (3,41) and (3.48), this can be written as
■ à  4L -  W  ' 4 ^ ‘V s i  ( v U ]
=r
C
——— ( 0* 45)M  t - r j  f ^ r „ ( y . fvi,-4,|
Hence J Y(g,j =
= 'î!^Ÿ'®)+ I ~^3|? ) S- Iw \ Ï-S)l --~(S,4ô)
tv.
The overall lift distribution is now given by 
equations (0,3S)# (3,34)# end (5,46); (3,53) and (5,3#) #
when added together# give the distribution over the
wing eemi-apan outaid© the body# and equation (5,46) 
givea the distribution over the aemi-dimeter of the 
body*
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3,5 Ooneidor now the ease of a eiroular ojlindrlcal
body of radiUB T? with a wing mounted in the mid- 
position ae shown in figure 4# and oonaider also the 
transformed Croea-Bootion as Shown in figure 5*
The orosa^eeetion in figure 4 - the u. -plane - is
given by h. - ^  t ^
and that In figure i - the a -piano - la given by
â - 5. + c ÿ
For the oirenlar body# the conformai transformation is 
given by Multhopp^ as;
LL * IL 't. )
r / — "3^  ( 3,40 )
— ( 3* 49 )
(S . 60)
However, for the sysnraetrloally placod wing, ^ , o
' I ■*■ (8.51)
From squation (5,81), agilowlng for wing thlolmoss by 
altering to ,
- I +  )( •**•“■•“( 0 ,6 2 )
From the transformation
^ ^ ———“—(3,53)
S5.
the transfomsd semi-span Is given by:
X
- J -— — (5*54)
Hence ï - i> jT / - f^)j «*— -(5,50)
From equation (3,55)
^  ^  -f-1R — (5*56)
also -»7 = and v ( 5,57}
 ^ 4k  ^ k
—— ™(5*5B)
7  -  % 7  t  Î )  ■'■ )  • — — (S .6 9 )
from equation (8,88)
" / -t -— — (3*60)
and also Tcÿj ” f + ^ ^  — — (3*63.)
*■
where 1# the value of ^  in the Treffts-plane 
oorrOBponding to the value In the transformed plane# 
and ia given by equation (3.50) •
5*0 It le now possible to solve equations (3,33) and
(3*34) using the Quadrature formula developed by 
Multhopp^^ for imawept wings* In this method# the 
Integral equations are replaced by a ayatom of linear 
equations
(
T  \ —" •«.). A % ) A'<n,s f
onj. ' f
where the ^  denotes the summation for <tv going
f\»= I
from / tJo , bttt omitting the tom -n. • v ,
WTfVValues of and the eoeffiolents l»vv and i 
are given by Multhopp^^# in which reference the 
following expressions are obtained*
x^»y “  ^ — "•(3i,04)
4  aCt*- (f>
«m -tv
  --- for lrn,~v} = I 3S...1
« 6cr@(ÿy  ^  ^ 3*0B)
or = C» for j'Tv-vj -
*n z otr^ 6 = Own ■ ^  3,66)
'rt WV+I
Tables 1 and B give the values of -n » #and A^^for 
onrv^ 7 and 15* By solving the two ayaÿeme of linear 
equations (3,02) and (3*63)# values of and at 
spanwise positions are obtained# and the aim of
these two terms gives *
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Prora oquafcîoa (5.9)
^(7) = - f  ^(7) ( S .07)
and hone© the non**dimenBional circulât ion lo Imovm at 
the Bpanwlao points Yi&loh are given by equations 
(3*69) and (3*66)*
Finally# it is neoeasary to solve the equation (3.46)
=  ^ )y&w &^w)j «*-(3.46)
A Vo
Consider the wlng/body cross-section as shovm in figure 6 
and in particular the longitudinal section parallel to# 
and at a distance y from# the vertical piano of symmetry. 
From the conformai trannfomatlon#
(3.68)
Over ishe body, which in this instfiaoe is taken as circular,
^ «^««■—*( S.69)
Also# for a mid-wing configuration#
^ ««««»«( 3.70)
From figure 6
X, = a  = I -  "(3.71)
and also — (3.72)
‘ âC ^X.s " ^ Sii * - A ( ( 3.73)
•■• JI -
Using ©quations (3.70)# (3*73)# and (3.74)#
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©quation (8.46) bocomoss»
ïfT^  ^ \ j  y — 3.76)
V. k J
®îma the load over the hedy is the load at the xting/body 
junction reduced by the term
Weber^^ suggeata that thla reduction should# In the 
case of a thick wing# be leao than the value given here 
for the thin wing# and to allow for this she multiplies 
the above term by ,Jk *
%J  ' -■'•). J  I ~ ^ T  ---- (8.76)
7o %
/' _ ,
Also, = :^  —   «-(8.77)
V. ' ^ I  H '  T t '
D© Young^® shows that, using the same quadrature
fommla as before# this integral becomes^-
s % f ky^ 3> "* ^  — ( 3#78)
/o ^ nrvM JVc
Physio ally# this is the dowmrash angle at an infinite 
distance downstream for any wing geometry#
It is of interest to consider a different approach 
to the problem of obtaining a mmerical value for the 
integral in equation (5*77)* By again splitting 
y into two parts# X #  amd # equation (3*77) can 
be written aa
V'-"-^ / 'if- - if#  #:
OW a
__
From equations (8*33) # (3*34)# and (3*79)# can
Vo
be expressed in terns of the circulation at the root# 
1 *0 . vjhero f-o •«
Zo/v/+o<8[T'']-|^ (XV^ -^ '!50)j — (8.81)
since# from equation (5#67),
A = A ^
Also# from equations (5*61) and (0*59)#
l^f^a) i / + /<  (8.88)
fi(zv„.v.)],_^ -(3.Û3)
Equation (6.76) can now bo solved at values of ^ 
between the centre-line and the wing/body junction# 
and hence a complete picture of the lift distribution 
over the semi-span la obtained*
The numerical solution of equations (6*62) and 
(6*65) is described in section 4*1,
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4* mmERiQAL A m  m r m m m T A L  ooNaiBBEATiGNa*
4.1 A BHUGE programme has been prepared to deal
with equations (3.62) and (3.63). This programme 
is in three saetIona*
The first aeetion, which la in -cod©# evaluates 
the coefficient© of mud %(ÿ#)for a given sot of
parameter cards* Ab the eoefflcienta of Êw^ '^ Jand 
are Independent of the configuration under 
consideration# they are not calculated each time hut 
comprise part of the programme data pack* The 
first part of the output ia made up of the coefficients 
for each term in the set of equations given by (5.62) 
and the second part consista of the corresponding 
coefficients for (0*65) * If a wing alone case is 
being considered# there ia no second part to the output# 
The seeoM section solves each sot of simultaneous 
linear equations as given by the output from section 1, 
and the output gives the required values of in the
binary system*
The last section converts thes binai’y values to 
decimal values which can then be tabulated.
Section .1 of the programme must be folleimd by 
one of three sets of data - the unchanging coefficients 
of and \(ÿJ) the required set depending on
whether a V^polnt# 16-point# or 51-point solution is
41#
desired# After thia set of data come the parameter 
earda apoeifytog the nature of the wing/body 
configuration mder consideration. laeh a©t of 
paramo ter ear do le of the forms- 
1# (Body dia^ i* ) (Overall ëpan) »
2# Aspect Ratio /)
3# (Wing thiolm0aa)-r (Body radius) s* ^
g-o
IT
o 
w5# WiBg incidence 
6# Body ■ iBCidence s® ot^ '
7# Angle of sweep of the quarter-ohord line == <t>^
9 . I
w t o  A'is the ratio  6& % % & r d  ’
For the wing-alone case# parameter chmd 1# ^ ^  ia saro|. 
arid parameter card 8# can have any value#
All three aectiona of the programme are continuous i 
1.0 . they will each continue to run as long as parameter 
card sets  ^for section 1# - and coefficient card sets - 
for sections B, and 8. - am fed in*
This procedure has been used to obtain the lift
distributions shown in figures 7-10# The 
distribution has bean given in the which
is plotted against the non-dimensional spanwlae unit 
Y # ami by measuring the area under such a curve # a
48.
value is obtained for the lift ourv© slope .
CL oL
Galouiatlons were carried out for a large selection 
of wings and wlng/body combinations defined as followsi- 
Wlngs of aspect ratio 8, 4, Ôj gvreep-back - 0°,
46 , 80 ; and taper ratio =* 1, 0.6, Os without a 
body, and with bodies given by ^  » 0,1, O.S, 0,8.
A thlotoess/chord ratio of 1 ^  was used for all oases,
JlC
2 ^  waa them calculated for each case and the values 
are ahovm Im table© 5# 4# and 5* For the oaaea 
with taper ratio ^ 1^  these valueo were plotted against 
the aspect ratio for each angle of sweep as shmm in 
figures 11-13. In order to Indicate the actual 
effect which the body has on the total lift curve slope# 
the r a t i o / — \ has been plotted against the 
body sise - given by-^ * for each Value of aspect 
ratio and sweep# These are shown in figures 14-16# 
Figuras 17-28 are the corresponding graphs for taper 
ratio equal to 0#5 and 0#
4,2 A short series of wind tunnel testa was carried
out to obtain some idea of the wlng/body effect as 
it occurs in practice. Only total lift effects 
were considered^ and from these the lift curve slope 
for each model was calculated#
The tests were made in a 3| ft, m 2f ft, wind 
tunnel and the wind speed was 85 ft,/©eo, which gave
45,
a Reynold'a Number of 0#27 % 10^ based on the wing 
chord.
The model© were made of alttminium and oonsiated 
of three rectangular winge and two bodies# so 
designed that each wing oould be tested with either 
body or without a body. The winga had 13 inch#
IS inch# and 34 inch spans end all had a chord of 
§ inches giving aspect ratios of 3# 5# and 4 
respectively. ■ They were all of the same section - 
MAOA 0013 - with atral#t tips# The bodies were 
solids of revolution with elliptic nose-aections and 
conical tail sections as shown In figure 55. One 
had a maximum diameter of 3 inches and a total length 
of 37§ inches I  and the other had a miixtoum diameter 
of 4|- imehea and a total length of 41*| inch©a.
The models were mounted# aa in figure 34# on a 
single mount at the wing quarter chord point on the 
fuselage axis# and were supported by m tail strut 
which was adjustable for incidence changes.
The total lift for each model was measured for 
a range of angles of incidence# in increments of one 
degree# and values of were then calculated.
These values appear in tables 6# 7# and 8# and# for 
the models of aspect ratio 3# they arc also shown 
plotted against incidence in figure 35. It can be
44.
seen from this figure that the curves have the usual 
form as shown In the characteristic curves of Abbot & 
von jDoenhoff in which the slope noticeably increases 
at angles of incidence of two or three degrees on 
either side of the 0cro lift point. As this occurs 
both with the wing alone# and with the ?ring/body 
combinations I it cannot be due to the interference 
effects# and the lift curve slope given here refers 
to that at mro lift# Values of the lift curve 
slope for each model case could then be calculated# 
and these are shown in coltmn 1 of table 9#
Before comparing these experimental values with 
those obtained theorotically# it is necessary to 
consider an additional lift which is experienced by 
the model but is not included in the theory# This 
lift increment is due to the finite length of the 
body and must# of course# always be present#
The tail section of the body is in the downwash 
field duo to the trailing vortices from the wing and 
this must cause a decrease In the download which acts 
on this section of an isolated body# This domload 
or negative lift - is given by Multhopp^ as t
which gives a lift coefficient# referred to the wing 
area# of
45^
low# the effective angle of incidence due to the 
trailing vortices can tee written aa ol[ and so the 
additional lift coefficient due to this effect is
AC. = o<[ . ^
At very low Reynold*# Numteere# such as used in the 
present series of testa# it is reasonable to assume 
that there will be breakaway of the flow at the rear 
of the body resulting in a decrease of to ^ero#
Since
01/ must now become oc^ and 
Ac. = 0^ 8 - ?■ ^
The experimental values of lift curve slope 
have thus been reduced by this term as shorn in table 
■9 # and in this table the calculated values are also 
shown.
15, ()ir JKRII) IS)C3?IS%t:E%G3BBr]DjLI, 3%%2Em&5!iS,
6,1 It is internBting to oba03?ve, from figures X4-^ 16,
that the imtroduetion of a hody does not neeoesarily 
result in a loaa of llft^ hut rather that there la 
am optimum hod7 diameter which cam he as large as 
about 26JÎ of the total wlmg spam# This may seem 
somewhat tmesEpected heoauae# in a wlmg/body 
oomhlmatiom^ a part of the lift produoimg wimg io 
replaced by a body which is mot usually lift producing 
and hence a drop in total lift would be expected, 
Hofiever, when the body is at a positive angle of 
inaidemco, an upwash ia produced around lt| the wing 
is in this upwash field, end so experiences an 
additional lift mainly on that part of the wing close 
to the body since the upvmsh field weakens with distance 
from the body, fhia Is shorn In figure B.
As already pointed out, over the actual body region 
there is a marked drop in lift, also shown in figure 8, 
In some cases, the lift increase due to the body 
upwash more than cancels this drop with the nett 
result of an increase in total lift.
Obviously, for a given chord, as the span increases 
«• i,e# ao the aspect ratio increases the upwash field 
will produce an increasing addition to the lift 
prodt^ oad by the wing itself, This can be seen from
47,
figures 14-16 where the body effect Is more 
px'^ onomioed for the larger values of aspect ratio*
IB the case of swept wings and wing/body 
oombinatlons, an effect of the sweep io to cause the 
shedding of trailing vortices near the centre-line^^ 
or wing/body junction in the opposite sense to those 
shed nearer the tips, and this causes a decrease in 
the IndAced domwmh. at the centre-lljao or Junotioix. 
The load reduction over the body is a function of this 
downwash and Is thus also reduced causing an increase 
in total lift* Thus the body effect Is more 
beneficial for swept wing/body combinations aa can 
bo seen fey comparing corresponding curves from figures 
14«*16| this ia also shown In figures 29 and 60*
A feature of tapered wings Is that trailing 
vortlooa are ahed as much near the contre section aa 
near the tip, and this cauaca an increase in the 
induced downwaah at the wing/body junction*
Thus the load reduction over the body is increased 
and the total lift decreased* This can be seen 
by comparing corresponding curves from figures 14,
BO, and 36 and It is also shown In figures 51 and 53* 
â mathematical form for this explanation of these 
effeots of sweep^back and taper is given in chapter 6*
48.
5# 8 It can be seen from table 9 that the caloulated
Values of the lift curve slope are eonaiderably hl#ier 
than the eorreapomdlmg values obtained from the model 
tests# This is due to the fact that In the 
oalauXatlone the theoretical two-dimensional lift 
curve slope of Z'ff was used, while in practice the 
Value la considerably lower than this* To overoome 
this difference, the ratiof^ - been
calculated for each case, and entered in table 9#
This now shows that there ia indeed a very good 
agreement between the experimental and the calculated 
values#
4*9 e
#. jlNI) (3()î;(3I,ty2%:E()2ï21
0*1 The baelo difference between the methods of
Ittlthopp and Weber for tmowept wing and wlng/body 
oombinationB lias in the fact that Weber considers 
the induced downwaah at the wing for that part of the 
wing coTorecl by the fuselage to be twice the value 
used by Multhopp# Thus the values of are
the same for both methods, but Weber gives a lower 
value of ô^('Z^) * Over the outer region of the wing 
semi^span this difference is insig^ iifieant as the 
body effect is very small near the wing tips - except 
for wings of very small aspect ratio and large body 
si%0 -, while over the inboard regions of the wing 
it will decrease the lift as shown in figure 7#
For fifing alone cases, these methods will bo sfbuilar 
as shown In figure 8*
It la possible to justify this change made by 
Weber by considering a point on the wing, near the 
junction with the body# Aa can be seen from 
eqimtion Multhopp^s theory is exactly
equivalent to the wing alone case, except that the 
span of the wing becomes j T / % the span of the 
combination, the ehord becomes x that of the
combination, and the wing setting angle is altered 
by a factor — * For the case of Eero wing
50.
setting, these alterations can be Illustrated as follo%irsi
a ^
1
>
_  b.... '
p'
^ M i z s n -----------
Wteii:./bodv combination Equivalent wln^ alone
Oonsider a point F, near the wing/body junction, and 
its corresponding position, F, on the equivalent 
wing alone# Lot the induced domwasli due to the 
trail5.ng vortlcea be In the transformed TrefftE- 
plane* According to Multhopp, the Induced downwash 
over the whole tronaformed wing is half this value, 
Thus he give a i
However, point P is within the region affected by the 
presence of the body and the upwash caused by it#
Thus, in order to fulfil the boundary condition that 
there can be no velocity component normal to the 
surfaces of the wing and body, there must be an 
increase in the induced domiwash to balance this 
Increase in upwash due to the body, and so Weber gives:
This Value is based on the fact that the body region 
can be oonalderod as a wing of small aspect ratio, 
as explained in section 5,1 #
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Hence equation (2*24) should now be replaced by
equation (3.19), and It ie obvious from this equation
that there is no longer a simple wing alone which can
be taken as equivalent to the wing/body combination.
Aa already pointed out, Multhopp overestimates
the lift on the Inboard region of the wing when ho
uses the equivalent wing alone method, and so it is
to be expected that Luokert, whose method uses an
analogy depending on the conception of an equivalent
wing alone, should also overestimate the lift In
these regions as shown in figure 7.
It was shoim in section 5*0 that the load over
the body is the load at the wing/body junction reduced
by a term which is a function of , B'rom
V,
equation (5#85) It can be seen that, if the valu© of
overeattoat©d* the value of 2Lkir is
V,
underestimated, and so the load reduction obtained at 
the centre-line will be less than it should be#
This is shown in figure 7, where the value obtained 
by Luckert for at the centre-line is considerably
higher than that obtained by the method discussed in 
this paper# Thus the values obtained by Luckert 
for for a wing/body combination - given by the
area under curves of the form of figure 7 - are 
higher than they should be, as is shown in figure 14*
02.
Also contributing to this differonc© is tho fact 
that Luclmrt obtains values of the lift curve slope
for the wing alone which are considerably lower than 
those obtained in this paper. In the absence of a 
body, Luokort®a method corresponds exactly to that of 
De Mbung whose lift clistrlhation is shown in figure 9 
for a wing of aspect ratio 5 and sweep-back 45*'.
Also shoim in the figure are the values obtained from 
the preoont method and some experimental points 
obtained frcmi references 22 and 25. The 
ooï»responding values of the lift curve slop© are given 
bale?;:
Aspect ratio - 5, 45a no taper
Present method 
Do Youngs ,<j method 
Hefereno© 22 
Reference 25
2.95
2.56
2.90
2.81
Figure 10 also shows that the prediction of the 
present method is more realistic than that of De Young 
for aspect ratios of 2 and 8, althougîri at the lower 
aspect ratio, the measured values of lift are lower 
than those predicted, euggesting that the assumption 
of constant induced downwash over the chord, aa made 
in chapter 3, la not valid for aspect ratios as low 
as 2*
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6.2 As has already been pointed out, the reduction
of the lift over the diameter of the body is dependent
upon the value of 2!^^ at the root, and an expression
Vo
is given for this term by equation (3*85) 8
I + . — (S.8S)
'o /f-A ( '  / J °
2^
/
At the root position, the Value to be used in this
equation for cL^ =o) is dependent upon the angle of sweep 
as is given in equation { 5.B6) :
( < - % )^ — C\»|
Thus, as the angle of sweep increases, the required 
value of c* io decreased, with the result that the 
lift reduction over the body is also decreased, as 
stated in chapter 5#
For a given aspect ratio and angle of sweep, an 
increase in taper results in an increase in the root 
chord and so, from equation (5.85), the lift reduction 
over the body will be increased resulting in a lower 
value of total lift, again aa given in the previous 
chapter#
In order to under at and more fully thesê effects 
of sweep and taper, it ie helpful to consider the 
vortex system eorreeponding to each planform.
As a transformation is first carried out, in the present 
theory, to replace the body with a vertical slit, the 
following explanation will assume that there is no
54#
body present#
For the rectangalar wing there is,, very little
shedding of trailing vortices near the centre section,
and the sense of those which are shad is shown in
figure 36. Hear the centra section of swept wings,
the vortlaity vector curves from the apanwise d’irection
BX
to cut the centre-line at rl#it angles'^ » This 
causes some vortioea to be shed near the centre, and, 
as seen in figure S7, those are of the opposite sense 
to those shed near the tips# For the unswept, 
tapered wing, the vortiaee are shed over the whole 
semi-span and they all have the same sense as shown 
in figure 38*
Thus at the centre-line of swept wings the 
induced domwash Is decreased by these inboard vortices, 
while for tapered wings it Is increased by them.
55.
6.3 A%% attempt has been made tn this paper to
examine a mmmber of methods for caXoulating lift and 
lift distributions for wing/body combinations.
The method suggested by Multhopp, with the extensions 
proposed by Weber, Sirby, end Kettle, appears to give 
the most satisfactory results. It is particularly 
useful because it is applicable to thin or thick wings 
with sweep and taper as well aa to atral^t rectangular 
wings, end it can also be used for cases with a wing 
setting angle.
OalcuXatione using this method have been carried 
out for a wide variety of wing/body combinations and 
the results are given in graphical form. It was 
found from these graphs that the body effect could 
sometimes increase the total lift —  this being more 
pronounced for higher values of sweep, and less 
pronounced for increasingly tapered wings.
Luckert, whose method in its present form is only 
applicable to unswept wings, overestimates this body 
effect, while the methods of LmmertE and Bpreiter are 
both only valid for a very small range of wing planform.
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3^
From the oonsMeration of the floiv of velocity 
oc^ K past a circular cyliWer of radlua TÎ  ^it is 
Imowii that the complex potential^ ur  ^io given by
ur s o^gVo^u,+ ^ X)
( A* 8)
since the tranefomatiom from the u, emplane to the 
u. *wplane is u. =. w.+ #
low. <jLuL <JLu>
In the u. -plane
lidtJ*
cLuu
= °^aVo % ( % )
âlso. 'nT, = _   ^^V
o4V.T<g)
•***•*(a# 3)
IW««WM ( A*
( A* 6) 
(A,6) 
A*?) 
A*B) 
A# 9 )
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ffeot of the bo^y^ or the 
ïh%e to Itg le given by the differed 
expraee&ons (A»@) m d  (A*10)
'V,fTi&
$*#***«#*» I 1 WX-» ei* .
whe'i?© $b@ »0gativ© siga iadloatiaa that it is astually
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7
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10.4628
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0.0000
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Ô.S8S1
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0.16SB 
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2.S63S 
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0.0541
g...
1.7586
1.7418
0,1356
0.
0.0654
0.0520
0.0147
0.0045 0,0006
0.0127
0.G50S
0.1084
1,6108
1.0108
0,1004
0.0508
0,0127 rits 1
10 B
I H I IT I IC r IT
a M T» 0 0.1 0.2
—
.3
~É/0 “B'ros''"“r."o'“ %.02 rorow '2. SB ~ 0 7 U W 2772 0.897
4/0 4.04 1.0 4*14 1.088 4.14 1.088 8.86 0.966
0/0 4.66 1.0 4.78 1.049 4.02 1.058 4.47 0.981
S/45 2.40 1.0 8.63 1.016 2.58 1.024 2,42 0.972
4/45 5,14 1.0 3.88 1.045 S . 34 1.063 3.28 1 * 045
6/45 3.43 1.0 3.64 1.001 3.80 1.108 3,77 1.099
2/60 8.08 1.0 8.13 1.024 2.17 1.043 8.18 1.019
4/60 8,47 1.0 8.61 1.056 9.09 1.089 9.09 1.089
6Æ0 8.61 1.0 2,04 1.088 2.96 1.133 2.96 1.133
fable 3# imtapered; thio%meae/bho%*d - 12^ • gl^ ^ z t
I H I H X IE I IE
A/< l-fe 0 0.1 0.8 o.s
'2/0”r3~.TS“~l.O 3.10 0.994 231" 07812 2.61 0.837
4/0 4.17 1.0 4.81 1.010 4*04 0.969 3.59 0.861
6/0 4,06 1,0 4.81 1.032 4.05 0.998 4.15 0*880
2/45 2.68 1.0 2.64 1.004 2.54 0.966 2.29 0.871
4/45 3.82 1.0 3.31 1.083 3.20 1.012 2.99 0.929
6/45 3.48 1,0 3.66 1.058 3.68 1.040 3.38 0.971
8/BO 2,24 1,0 ■2.86 1.009 8.18 0.973 1.07 0.879
4/00 8.50 1.0 2,60 2.83 1.038 2,42 0.908
Ô/ÔO 8,62 1.0 8.78 1.061 2.80 1.069 2.67 1.019
fable 4 taper ^ 0.6; tM.etoees/ohorcl = 12^; o^^^zjr
X H X IE I H X H
5^2: 0 Ô7ï~~ 7s~ 0
TI'o 8.70 0.906 8,29 0.769
a# 98 1.0 3.89 0,977 3.88 0.899 2.94 0.759
4# 44 1.0 4.51 &.016 4.13 0.080 3.53 0.750
2,56 1,0 S. SO 0.002 l.#5 0.755
3,08 1.0 3.03 0.003 s. 8 1 0.921 8.34 0.767
3.34 1.0 3.42 1,024 3.18 0.952 2.63 0.787
2.15 1,0 1.93 0.890 1,00 0.744
8.30 1.0 2. SI 1.004 8.10 0.959 1.81 0.787
8.46 1.0 8.84 1.085 2,40 0.976 2.01 0.818
fable S. 
j s i-£<-
cL oL
taper - 0; thlelmess/cbord
j JJC jL,
ZTT
*W)J
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Valuae of
Aspect ratio 2
Inoidenco’Wing/alon® Wing+S*'Boay Wing+4§"Boay
•3.0 -Ô751S -0.664 -0.872
• 9 -0.437 -0*531 -0*584
- 8 —0 « 443. -0,478 -0.475
• 7 -Ô.S94 —0 * 444 —0,489
• 6 -0.881 -0,396 -0*381
- 8 -0,806 -0*847 —0» 886
•' 4 -0.888 -0*898 -0.881
• 5 -0.188 -0,887 -0.829
• S -0,154 -O.IQS -0.179
- 1 —0*104 —0*141 -0.188
0 -0.061 -0.079 -0,080
1 -0.018 —0.024 -0.030
2 40.081 +0.081 +0.010
B 0,074 0.065 0.051
4 0,117 0.111 0.097
5 0.168 0*168 0.140
6 0.818 0.818 0.208
7 0.866 0,878 0.852
8 0.310 0.388 0,297
9 0,868 0.379 0.343
10 0*591 0,418 0.886
11 0.435 0*484 0.434
IS 0.468 0.498 i 0,470
IS 0.494 0,530 0.510
14 0.518 0.561 0.554
IS 0.544 0,698 0.594
04,
Values of 
Aspect ratio » S
Incidence" *lng+^"Bo%
' "-10 - o,g7'§—  - >^0.65g
— 0 -0.650 “0,689 -0,641
- 8 -0.585 -0.598 -0,605
- 7 -0,558 -0.549 -0,560
- 0 -0,479 —0 «498 -0.510
— 5 —0.481 —0*448 -0.456
— 4' -0.555 -0.371 -0.398
- 3 -0,287 -0,308 -0.388
- S -0.819 -0.826 -0.845
— 1 -0.153 -0.153 -0.175
0 —0 «09S -0,088 -0.110
+ 1 “0.086 -0,024 -0,051
8 +0,080 +0.006 +0,004
8 0.077 0*093 0.067
4 0.185 0.150 0.1S7
S 0.183 0.220 0.198
6 0.248 0.896 0.275
7 0.317 0,371 0,346
8 0,376 0.428 0,405
9 0.428 0.480 0,488
10 0.478 0.500 0.518
11 0.582 0.578 0.562
IS 0.867 0.681 0.607
15 0.604 0.654 0,650
14 0.6Î7 0.677 0.657
15 0.603 0.603 0,661
TABLE 7
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Values of
Aspect ratio = 4
Xncldonce" Wing/alone Wlng+5"Boay1--— iiwiÉi-ni *iM if'fT,111 I r r TirT rrn ii ifiwii-«»-i,^ivri
«**ïb -0.707 -0.750 -0.605
“0*728 -0.715 -0.646
## 0 -0.6,78 -0,689 -0,591
 ^ÏÏ #0*6,26 -0.652 -0.551
m- 0 -G.1,800 -0,598 -0.463
- ^ -0.811 -0.506 +;0.505
** A -0.406 -0,471 -0,291
- 3 -0.060 -0.594 -0.200
w 8 -0.881 -0.506 -0.118
 ^1 -0.194 -0.219 -0,060
0 -0.138 %0.145 +0.014
1 -0.070 -0.071 0.085
0 —0 .Oil —0,004 0.158
3 +0.051 +0.069 : 0.241
4 0,108 0.198 0.325
5 0.181 0.208 0.408
i. 0.263 0.299 0.477
0.580 0.588 0,542
B 0 « 416 0.457 0.602
9 0,477 0.520 0,668
10 0.528 0.570 0.706
11 0.577 0.620 0.750
10 0.694 0.663 0.739
13 0.665 0.082 0,710
14 0.696 0.697 :
10 0.798 0.706
TABLE 8
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âepeot ratio 2» 2 
%cT
cLol 6^ *^
9# 68 
8.69
Tail
effects
_
0*80
0,58
Amended
a.c,
"WJGS"'
8.58
1,97
JLcC(?*dft^
""370F
8.06
8,58
ezp. 
1.6 ” 
0.94 
0.78
<eLcrf,a^
"TVo
0.94
0.78
Wing alone
Wing^“3%ody
Wlngt4^%ody
Aapect ratio
Wing alone
Wlngf0%oây
Wing'f4§^ %ody
=%, 6
6,^
6.68
6.39
_
0,15
0,85
. 5.25 
5,15
“’"sTis"
3.08
3.58
1^6
1.01
0.98
1,6
&.01
0.97
Aspect ratio
Wing alone
iWing45%od3T
iwlng^4§%ody
4
6.89
6.8Y
0 5,50 
0.10 3,78 
0.18 1 5,69
4,04 
4.10 
4,18
Ï.0
1.06
1.05
1.04
1.05
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